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What is the study about?

In early 2019, Argyll & Bute Council (A&BC) published a Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance 
(STAG) study assessing options for the future development of Craignure ferry terminal – it 
included:

• Interim measures to bridge between the existing facility and the new facility with a view to accommodating 
the planned deployment of larger vessels 

• Long-term options for the replacement of the current ferry terminal

The STAG developed, shortlisted and appraised a set of interim and long-term measures for further 
consideration

• Whilst there is an acceptance that a long-term solution is required, the Mull & Iona community is 
nonetheless eager to see an interim solution progressed, primarily to increase the range of vessels which 
can use the pier and to facilitate overnight berthing

• A&BC commissioned Mott MacDonald and Stantec to progress an Interim Options Outline Business Case 
(OBC) to appraise which interim option should be progressed. 

• The following boards provide information on the study process and outcomes
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The Business Case Process
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How does the business case process work? (1)

In making the case for the funding of infrastructure at Craignure, it is necessary to develop a 
business case in accordance with the Guidance on the Development of Business Cases in 
Transport Scotland  

• There are three stages to this process

− Strategic Business Case (SBC): establishes the case for change; identifies the transport 
problems & opportunities; sets objectives to address identified problems; develops a long-list 
of options and appraises these against the objectives to arrive at a shortlist

− The Craignure STAG Appraisal equates to the SBC in this process

− Outline Business Case (OBC): progresses the shortlist of options identified in the SBC to a 
preferred option and sets out how it will be delivered (funded, procured, and managed)

− Final Business Case (FBC): Updated version of OBC prepared during procurement phase
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How does the business case process work? (2)

There are five ‘cases’ which must be 
developed in each stage of the business 
case:

• Strategic (Why?): Defines the ‘case for change’ 
and shortlist of options

• Socio-Economic (What?): Develops and 
assesses the options to determine value for 
money and wider economic, social and 
environmental benefits and  costs

• Financial (How?): Full financial appraisal of the 
preferred option

• Commercial (How?): Determines commercial 
viability of preferred option and procurement 
approach

• Management (How?): Development of 
management plans covering risk, benefits 
realisation and post-project evaluation

The focus on each ‘case’ varies by stage of the 
business case – this is highlighted in the figure below, 
with the varying size of the boxes broadly showing the 
emphasis placed on that component of the business 
case at each stage of the process:
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The Strategic Case
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What is case for change?

The ‘case for change’ can be summarised as:

• Due to the timescales associated with committing to, developing and then implementing a long-term 
solution, there is an interim requirement to at least maintain the pier, maintain the fendering, 
refurbish the linkspan, develop a temporary Passenger Access System (PAS) solution and extend the 
marshalling area into the land currently being purchased by A&BC

• The published Vessel Replacement & Deployment Plan (VRDP) envisages redeployment of the 
larger MV Hebrides or MV Clansman to the Oban – Craignure route as the summer vessel from 2023, 
with the MV Isle of Mull or MV Isle of Arran being the year-round vessel and also overnighting at 
Craignure.  Should this vessel deployment proceed, a pier extension will be required to provide 
a safe, secure and reliable berth. 

− Otherwise, an alternative vessel deployment – likely the continuation of the current day 
arrangement – will be required

• A pier extension would improve the reliability of overnighting of MV Isle of Mull or MV Isle of Arran
at Craignure, facilitating the island-centric timetable and commutable day desired by residents of 
Mull and Iona
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Problems, Issues, Opportunities

Problems and Issues 

• The terminal infrastructure is approaching life expiry

• The fendering lacks the structural and energy absorbing capacity for all weather berthing of larger vessels

• The roundhead is only useable for the north berth

• There are not enough bollards for effective mooring arrangements for all in scope vessels

• The pier is undersized to reliably accommodate overnight berthing of all in scope vessels year-round 

• The marshalling area has adequate capacity to accommodate the MV Isle of Mull car carrying capacity but is undersized 
to accommodate the capacity of larger vessels on the route, and if sailings are disrupted and not running to timetable it 
regularly backs out onto the A849

• The terminal building does not have adequate passenger capacity and is situated of the opposite of the A849 from the 
pier, introducing road safety risks

• The PAS is limited in its operational range and does not serve all in scope vessels. The PAS is owned by CMAL who 
have indicated that it will need to be taken out of service.

Opportunities

• A reliable year-round overnight berth at Craignure would make a commutable working day on the mainland possible, as 
well as increasing ‘effective time on mainland’ for other purposes (i.e. hospital appointments, supply chain etc.)

• Upgrading Craignure may also increase network resilience, providing a diversionary port for Oban, which is frequently at 
or near to capacity for CFL ‘Major Vessels’
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What are the Transport Planning Objectives?

The Transport Planning Objectives reflect the ‘case for 
change’ and are a statement of what the project is 
trying to achieve.  

For the interim measures at Craignure, the TPOs are:

• Interim TPO1: The ferry infrastructure should facilitate a 
timetable which supports the community desire for a year-
round ‘full day’ for Mull and Iona residents and businesses 
on the Scottish mainland

− For the purposes of this study, a ‘full day’ is defined as 
08:45-18:00

• Interim TPO2: The interim ferry infrastructure should 
address traffic management issues associated with the 
current marshalling area

• Interim TPO3: To ensure that the marine infrastructure is 
capable of reliably accommodating current and planned 
interim in-scope vessel deployment

• Interim TPO4: To investigate feasibility of interim solutions 
to passenger access issues, and action any deliverable 
and affordable solutions
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What has changed since the STAG / SBC? (1)

The stated position in the most recently published VRDP (January 2018) is for the deployment of
MV Hebrides or MV Hebrides to the Oban – Craignure route from summer 2019,

• This is now anticipated to be summer 2023, due to the ongoing delays in the build of the new Uig Triangle
ferry (FMEL 802)

A new VRDP is currently being drafted, publication has been delayed by COVID-19, this notes that the
deployment of the MV Hebrides or MV Clansman relies on the infrastructure at Craignure being able to
reliably berth the vessel during the day in summer;

• There are therefore two scenarios:

− Case A – pier extension and larger vessels are deployed

− Case B – no pier extension and larger vessels are not deployed and MV Isle of Mull/MV Isle of Arran are the largest
vessels able to regularly operate on this route

Anticipated that current Passenger Access System (PAS) will be decommissioned – therefore,
a new temporary PAS is now a confirmed interim requirement

• Without this, the current timetable could not be maintained and there would likely be a reduction of at one to
two return sailing per day
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What has changed since the STAG / SBC? (2)

Mull & Iona Ferry Committee (MIFC) came forward with an option for a discrete round dolphin as an 
alternative to the dolphin extension proposed within the STAG

The estimated cost of this option was £3.7m excluding optimism bias, significantly cheaper than the pier 
extension proposed in the interim measures in the STAG Appraisal

This option was reviewed as part of this OBC study and ruled out because:

• When berthed in the overnight position (pulled back circa 10m from the linkspan), the MV Isle of Mull’s stern would still 
overhang the end of the dolphin. Consequently, this arrangement would not allow for adequate stern moorings to the 
seaward extent of this vessel in the overnight position

• If deployed, the larger vessels would also overhang the berth in their daytime position i.e. whilst on the linkspan. Thus 
this dolphin would not allow for adequate mooring of larger vessels.

• It would be difficult to ensure adequate structural capacity in this small dolphin to resist the lateral berthing loads 
(fender reactions from larger vessels)

• The spacing between the existing pier and the proposed dolphin would not allow for fendering to be spaced in 
accordance with the Maritime Design Code (BS 6349-4:2014)

− This could result in a vessel’s stern becoming stuck between the fenders as she manoeuvres on the berth, which 
could damage the fenders, the vessel and the berthing structure

Continued on Next Slide
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What has changed since the STAG / SBC? (3)

• The requirement for raking piles means that it would 
not be possible to undertake the construction 
work whilst safely maintaining the current 
timetabled ferry service. Alternative structural 
forms are feasible but at greater cost.

• Interaction between berthing vessels and in-
situ construction works, including the 
necessary temporary works needs to be 
considered.

− Particular consideration would need to be given to 
temporary works to provide a safe clearance 
between the scheduled ferry service and the 
works.

− The existing roundhead would be isolated and not 
available for use during the construction works, 
with potential impacts on service reliability.

Source: Mull and Iona Ferry Community Website
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The Socio-Economic Case
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What are the in-scope vessels?

Note: “true” PCU & open lane metre figures were provided by CFL and reflect the current carrying capacity of each vessel and thus may differ from figures 
published in other data sources

*Vessels would not be deployed in Case B, where a pier extension is not provided 

The MV Isle of Lewis has been removed from the in-scope vessels in the SBC due to her age and
commitment to another route

The MV Clansman has been added to the list of in-scope vessels. She is a quasi-sister of the MV Hebrides,
the main difference being that the MV Hebrides has an additional mezzanine deck

MV Isle of Mull MV Hebrides* MV Clansman* MV Isle of Arran MV Coruisk

Year of launch 1987 2000 1998 1983 2003

Length overall (m) 90.3 99.4 99.0 84.9 65.0

Beam (m) 15.8 16.3 16.3 15.8 14.0

Draught (m) 3.2 3.22 3.21 3.19 3.21

Displacement (tonnes) 2646 3493 3496 2348 1340

Passenger Car Units 66 90 80 55 35

Open Lane Metres 150 210 170 120 70
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What is the duration of the interim period?

Our review of the various assessments of Craignure pier 
undertaken to date suggest that, given its current structural 
condition and capacity, the interim period would be limited to a 
maximum of 10-15 years, before a long-term solution is required  

• Ideally, the pier would be replaced within this time horizon (i.e. 
by 2030) rather than at the end of it

Whilst A&BC has ongoing maintenance regimes in place, the main 
berthing structure is almost 60-years old and, as time goes on, the 
Council’s ability to effectively and efficiently repair the structure will 
reduce 

• As this point is reached, it may be necessary to reduce 
allowable deck and / or berthing loads on the pier, which 
would have a significant impact on the service which can be 
provided on the Oban – Craignure route
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What are the Interim Options?
The options progressed from the STAG Appraisal are retained, whilst a ‘Do Nothing’ has been added as this is 
required within the context of a business case

The interim options are as follows:

• Interim Option 0, Do Nothing: This is effectively continuation of the status quo. There would be no works beyond day-
to-day maintenance of the pier and linkspan. This would include changing of consumables such as oil in the linkspan, 
minor repairs to fendering, etc but no capital works beyond this

• Interim Option 1, Do Minimum: This consists of the minimum works to address identified issues and facilitate the 
operation of the service pending delivery of a long-term solution, but excluding a pier extension to accommodate larger 
vessels. This option comprises demolition of the old terminal building on the pier for improved crew gangway access and 
mooring arrangements; repair north berth fendering; linkspan refurbishment; concrete repairs to pier; installation of two 
new bollards to improve mooring arrangements; replacement of current Passenger Access System; extension to vehicle 
marshalling area and local traffic calming measures on A849. This option accommodates CASE B vessel deployment i.e. 
no larger vessels deployed

• Interim Option 2, Pier Extension: As well as the items listed in Option 1, this option would include a pier extension for 
the overnight berthing of the MV Isle of Mull and day berthing of the MV Hebrides/MV Clansman; replacement of fenders 
on the north berth; and liaison with RNLI with regards to an alternative / new facility for the RNLI Lifeboat. This option 
accommodates CASE A vessel deployment i.e larger vessels are deployed

Note: as distance the MV Isle of Mull needs to pull forward of the linkspan into her overnight position is equivalent to the 
differential in length between the MV Isle of Mull and MV Hebrides/MV Clansman by default a berth designed for the day 
berthing of MV Hebrides/MV Clansman will be of the length required for reliable year round overnight berthing of MV Isle of 
Mull. 
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Interim Option 0, Do Nothing – Benefits & Risks
Benefits

• No major investment or sunk costs

• Scale of risks attached to it would focus minds on the prompt delivery of the long-term option

Risks

• Risk of load restrictions being placed on the berth and / or pier deck, particularly if the long-term option is not progressed 
timeously  

− This would have major implications for the economy and supply-chain of Mull & Iona, and for personal travel by 
residents  

− It would also cause significant difficulties for CFL if the number of ‘Major Vessels’ (if any at all) which could access 
Craignure reduced.  This is particularly the case given that the smaller vessels in the ‘Major Vessel’ fleet – MV Isle of 
Arran, MV Hebridean Isles and MV Lord of the Isles – are all committed to other routes, are over 30-years old and 
therefore may be retired from the CFL fleet in the medium-term

• Even without restrictions being placed on the pier, the current summer vehicle deck capacity issues would not be 
addressed (as larger vessels would not be deployed).  Demand management measures may be required

• When the current PAS is withdrawn, all passenger access would be across the linkspan.  This would significantly 
increase turnaround times and would lead to an estimated reduction of one to two return sailing per day, at least in peak 
summer.  This would further exacerbate the capacity issues set out above

• This option would be hugely unpopular and politically unacceptable in Mull & Iona.  Even with a tangible commitment to 
accelerating the long-term replacement of the infrastructure, the risks would outweigh the benefits by some margin for 
the community and island businesses
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Interim Option 1, Do Minimum – Benefits & Risks
Benefits

• Minimises investment costs

• No major sunk costs

• Current level of service can continue to operate from 
Craignure over the interim period

• Prioritises long-term investment which would ultimately lead to 
a fit-for-purpose solution at Craignure rather than a temporary 
and incomplete fix

Risks

• Assuming current vessel deployment is maintained, the 
vehicle-deck capacity issues being experienced on the route 
would remain and demand management measures may be 
required

• In order for this option to gain local support, there will need to 
be a tangible commitment to progress the long-term option
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Interim Option 2, Pier Extension – Benefits & Risks (1)

Benefits

• Improved operational arrangements for a wide range of vessels - deployment of MV Hebrides or MV Clansman from 
summer 2023 could proceed as planned

• An improved overnight berth for MV Isle of Mull or MV Isle of Arran could allow an island-based timetable to be adopted 
year-round.  

• It could also free-up an overnight berth in Oban during the winter months, improving overall network resilience

• Could facilitate the introduction of significant additional vehicle deck capacity onto the Oban – Craignure route, 
addressing peak summer ferry capacity issues 

Risks

• Would likely postpone the implementation of the long-term solution – risk that Mull is perceived as having had ‘its turn’.  
Whilst the immediate aspirations of the community would be met, this option risks locking in several of the current issues 
such as the undersized terminal building, insufficient vehicle marshalling, poorly laid out bus stances etc   

• Conversely, if a long-term measure is pursued within the short term, this would entail significant sunk costs, representing 
poor value for money

• There also remains a risk of further delay to FMEL 802, which could mean that MV Hebrides and or MV Clansman are 
never deployed to the Oban – Craignure route, or that deployment happens several years into the lifespan of this option, 
reducing its value for money
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Interim Option 2, Pier Extension – Benefits & Risks (2)

Risks (cont.)

• The interim solution is deemed insufficient to facilitate year-round 7 night/week overnight 
berthing by the operator.  The operator needs to be confident that the technical solution proposed 
under Interim Option 2 could facilitate regular and reliable overnight berthing at Craignure

• Deployment of a larger vessel onto the route further exacerbates landside infrastructure issues, 
e.g. traffic backing-up out of the expanded marshalling area, large platoons of vehicles on single 
track roads etc.  

− Whilst this option could provide the much sought after island-centric timetable, it would amplify 
several of the ‘large vessel effects’ that island residents are already dissatisfied with

• Larger vessels would impact on turn-around times and service punctuality especially when 
working with mezzanine decks on the MV Clansman / MV Hebrides (and particularly the latter, 
which has two mezzanine decks)

The following slides present general arrangement drawings for Option 2, Pier Extension. 
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Appraisal of Options

Following further development of the options, an OBC typically revisits the appraisal undertaken during a 
STAG study, updating the appraisal of the options against the:

• Transport Planning Objectives

• Five STAG criteria

− Environment

− Safety

− Economy

− Integration

− Accessibility & Social Inclusion

• Cost to Government / Risk & Uncertainty

• Public Acceptability

Options are scored on a seven-point scale from ‘Major Positive’ (✓✓✓) through ‘Neutral’ (O) to ‘Major 
Negative’ ()

The following boards lay out the appraisal of the options in terms of each of the above criteria
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Appraisal – Transport Planning Objectives (1) 
Interim Option 0: Do Nothing Option 1: Do Minimum Option 2: Pier Extension

TPO1: The ferry infrastructure should support facilitation of a timetable which supports the community desire for a year-round 

‘full day’ for Mull residents and businesses on the Scottish mainland.

Year-round full day   

TPO2: The interim ferry infrastructure should address traffic management issues associated with the current marshalling area.

Address marshalling area capacity   

Address road safety and queuing problems 

associated with vehicles turning right into 

marshalling area
  

TPO3: To ensure that the marine infrastructure is capable of reliably accommodating current and planned interim in-scope vessel 

deployment*

Adequate moorings O  

Fendering capacity  O 

Pier capacity to resist resultant fender forces   

TPO4: To investigate feasibility of interim solutions to passenger access issues, and action any deliverable and affordable 

solutions.

Improvements on existing temporary 

passenger access arrangements
 O O

*The appraisal against TPO3 has been made relative to CASE A and CASE B vessel deployment
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Appraisal – Transport Planning Objectives (2) 

The following points should be noted from scoring 
against the TPOs:

• The ‘Do Nothing’ (IO0) records a negative against each of 
the TPOs.  As it would worsen the current situation over 
time, it clearly does nothing to contribute positively to 
addressing the identified problems with the ferry terminal at 
Craignure

• Interim Option1 (IO1) broadly represents a continuation of 
the current day situation and therefore records a largely 
neutral score.  However, the extended marshalling area 
would contribute towards TPO2. The construction of a 
temporary PAS would at least maintain the current day 
situation

• Interim Option 2 (IO2) – the pier extension – would make 
a positive contribution across the TPOs as it would 
facilitate improved regular and overnight berthing at 
Craignure whilst also expanding the capacity of the 
marshalling area 
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Appraisal – STAG Criteria (1)

• Interim Option 0, the ‘Do Nothing’, would be highly detrimental to the Mull and Iona communities.  It would introduce a 
significant element of risk into the medium-term continuity of the service and, at a minimum, service reductions could be 
expected once the current PAS is decommissioned

• Interim Option 2, the pier extension, would of course offer the widest range of benefits, as it represents a positive 
departure from a continuation of the current day position expressed through Interim Option 1.  Interim Option 2 
includes a guarantee that Craignure would be able to accommodate the MV Hebrides and / or MV Clansman from 
summer 2023, whilst also facilitating year-round overnight berthing for the MV Isle of Mull and / or MV Isle of Arran.  This 
could provide the long sought after island-based timetable for Mull and Iona

• It is though important to note that IO2 is likely to facilitate increased vehicular traffic on the Oban – Craignure route, 
particularly visitor traffic in the summer months.  This traffic would also form bigger platoons disembarking a larger ferry 
and it could reasonably be expected – should pre-COVID19 summer demand return - that the additional capacity 
provided from summer 2023 would quickly be filled-up, including by motorhomes, which would put pressure on the 
already strained infrastructure in Mull and Iona (e.g. the single track roads, campsites, toilet blocks, chemical waste 
facilities etc).  Whilst there may be benefits of IO2 overall, it is important that the full range of implications of this option 
are understood 

Interim Option 0: Do Nothing Option 1: Do Minimum Option 2: Pier Extension

Environment O O 

Safety  O 

Economy  O 

Integration  O 

Accessibility & Social Inclusion  O 

Overall Assessment  O 
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What is the cost of the project? (1)

Costs can be thought of in two ways in a business case:

• In ‘cash’ terms – i.e. the actual monetary cost at the time of investment / purchase

• As a ‘Present Value of Costs’ (PVC), allowing options to be compared when they imply a different spend 
over time

In a business case, in line with H.M. Treasury requirements, it is conventional to present costs:

• As a PVC, where all future year costs are ‘discounted’ to establish how much the costs are ‘worth’ today.  
This reflects the ‘Social Time Preference Rate’, whereby people and organisations attach a lower ‘cost’ to 
spending in the future than they do in the present day

• In a common price base, stripping out the effects of inflation.  The current year used in the Department for 
Transport’s WebTAG Guidance (its transport appraisal guidance) is 2010, and thus all costs in this business 
case are deflated to 2010 prices

• With a risk adjustment, which reflects the tendency for planners to be over-optimistic about the costs of a 
project – this is known as ‘Optimism Bias’ and is set at 44% at this stage of the business case
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What is the cost of the project? (2)

A key issue in this business case is the timing of the long-term option:  

• Two scenarios are considered for this which represent the ‘boundaries’ of potential completion dates, these being the 
years that the long-term option (new ferry terminal) enters service:

− 2027 (if planning was to commence in 2020); or

− 2035 (if completion was pushed out to the latest possible end date of the lifespan of the interim measures).  

− Spend on construction has been modelled to reflect this

The cash cost and PVC is therefore presented for:

• Interim Option 0: Do Nothing

− Combined with a 2027 long-term option opening year (Scenario A)

• Interim Option 1: Do Minimum

− Combined with a 2027 long-term option opening year (Scenario B)

− Combined with a 2035 long-term option opening year (Scenario C)

• Interim Option 2: Pier Extension

− Combined with a 2027 long-term option opening year (Scenario D)

− Combined with a 2035 long-term option opening year (Scenario E)
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What is the cost of the project? (3)

S
c

e
n

a
ri

o

Option
Cash Cost

(2020 prices)

Cash Cost (2020 

prices): Risk 

Adjusted +44%

PVC
PVC: Risk 

Adjusted +44%

A

Interim Option 0: 

Do Nothing + Long Term 

(2027 opening)

£44.9m £64.7m £26.8m £38.6m

B

Interim Option 1: 

Do Minimum + Long Term  

(2027 opening)

£46.6m £67.1m £27.8m £40.0m

C

Interim Option 1: 

Do Minimum + Long Term 

(2035 opening)

£46.6m £67.1m £18.1m £26.0m

D

Interim Option 2:

Pier Extension + Long 

Term (2027 opening)

£57.6m £82.9m £33.8m £48.7m

E

Interim Option 2: 

Pier Extension + Long 

Term (2035 opening)

£57.6m £82.9m £24.1m £34.7m
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What is the cost of the project? (4)

The following observations can be drawn from the cost to government table:

• Moving from Scenario A to Scenarios B&C represents a very modest increase in Cash Price

• In cash terms, Scenarios D and E (i.e. the pier extension options) are the most expensive at almost £16m 
(risk adjusted) more than Scenarios B and C

Once spend over time is accounted for as a PVC:

• Scenario C becomes the cheapest option, but this would be the worst option for Mull, with the exception of 
Scenario A (Do Nothing)

• Scenario B at £40.0m (Risk Adjusted) falls between Scenario E at £34.7m and Scenario D at £48.7m

− This suggests that in order to make the pier extension (Scenarios D & E) better value than going straight 
to the long-term option (Scenario B), the long-term option has to be deferred as long as possible  

− In deferring the long-term option, the Council would be increasing the risks associated with an ageing 
pier structure and locking in current operational deficiencies for longer than would be necessary if the 
long-term solution was delivered by circa 2027
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What is the preferred option?

Interim Option 0, the ‘Do Nothing’, should be excluded from further consideration - the socio-
economic and operational risks associated with the potential introduction of berthing / pier deck 
restrictions are unacceptable, irrespective of whether there is a time-specific commitment to the 
delivery of a long-term solution or otherwise. Therefore the choice is between a ‘Do Minimum’ 
solution or a pier extension.

Having weighed-up the benefits, costs and risks, our conclusion is that the preferred option is 
Interim Option 1: Do Minimum, but this is predicated on the delivery of an appropriate long-
term solution by 2027, i.e. Scenario B above. Our rationale for this is as follows:

• Although Option 1 does not make a positive contribution to all of the TPOs, expenditure of circa £12.64m 
(2020 cash price) on a pier which is almost 60-years old cannot be justified to buy a maximum 10-15 years 
of additional service life, particularly where it would inevitably delay a more sustainable long-term solution 
by a decade 

− This cost would also represent around one quarter of the cost of a ‘maximum specification’ long-term 
option (and, in reality, a more proportionate long-term solution would ideally be delivered)

• The pier extension option would only solve the seaward issues with the ferry terminal and would, in all 
likelihood, exacerbate the landside issues with the deployment of larger vessels

• If appropriate planning for a long-term solution commenced immediately, the interim measures would only 
cover a comparatively short period
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The Commercial, Financial 
and Management Cases
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Commercial, Financial & Management Cases

Having defined the preferred option – the ‘what’ – the Commercial, Financial & Management Cases define 
how this solution will be funded, procured, delivered and managed – the ‘how’

In summary: 

• Given the comparatively small sums of money in question, the Council will fund the improvements directly via their capital 
budget 

• Whilst harbour access charges will not be directly increased as a result of this option, these dues are reviewed annually 
to reflect the requirements of the Harbours Asset Management Plan, with charges for the following year reflecting 
ongoing maintenance and investment needs

• The proposed programme of works involves numerous specialisms and thus will be delivered using several separate 
contracts, with differing preferred procurement strategies

• A&BC will lead the delivery, drawing in specialist external support where required

• Community and stakeholder engagement will be ongoing throughout the delivery process 
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Conclusions & Next Steps
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What are the key conclusions?

This Interim Options OBC has identified a preferred option for the interim period at Craignure ferry terminal 
and sets-out a financing, procurement and management approach to delivering it  

The outcome can best be summarised as safely maintaining and marginally improving the current 
operations at Craignure, whilst placing emphasis on the acceleration of long-term proposals to replace 
the current terminal. The interim measures will therefore entail the:

• Installation of new bollards

• Demolition of the old terminal building for gangway access and improved mooring

• Repair of north berth fendering

• Linkspan refurbishment – A&BC are already progressing mechanical refurbishment and planning the 
structural refurbishment

• Extension to vehicle marshalling area – A&BC have recently submitted a planning application for the 
extension of vehicle marshalling

• Traffic management / traffic calming measures on the A849

• Concrete repairs

• Construction of a temporary PAS when the current CMAL-owned PAS is decommissioned

This approach will ensure that current day vessel deployment can be maintained until the long-term option is 
delivered 
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What are the next steps? (1)

The next steps emerging from this study follow two distinct paths:

• Delivery of the preferred interim option

• Progression of the long-term solution

Delivery of the Interim Option

Given the known issues with the condition of the infrastructure at Craignure, it is important that the preferred 
interim option is progressed immediately upon completion of this study.  This will entail:

• Procuring the services of an appropriate consultant to deliver the specimen design/specification for the new PAS, and to 
oversee the contractor’s detailed design, fabrication, Factory Acceptance Testing, construction, Site Acceptance Testing, 
and the required procedures for CE marking

• Undertaking detailed design and preparation of tender packages

• Confirming the funding package and procurement route, collated in a light touch and likely internal FBC  

• Placing contracts for delivery, with the aim of the preferred option being delivered by the early 2022

It is important to note that some of the scope of the preferred interim option is already being progressed i.e. 
refurbishment of linkspan machinery, purchase of land to extend marshalling area, assessment of existing 
fenders and planning for repair works
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What are the next steps? (2)
Progression of the long-term solution

It is considered necessary to progress the development work alongside making the case for investment, so as 
to ensure a ‘shovel-ready’ project when a funding source is identified and become available.

A high-level outline programme of how this might be achieved is set out below and should be refined and 
further developed in the Commercial and Management Cases of the Long-Term OBC:

• Craignure Ferry Terminal Long Term OBC procured early Summer 2020, complete Spring / Summer 2021 – Turner and 
Townsend have now been appointed to undertake the Long Term OBC. 

− The Long Term OBC would include the required surveys and design development / preliminary design to inform 
ground investigation (GI) requirements

• Scope and procure GI and detailed design of preferred long-term option, Summer 2021 – late Autumn 2021

• Scope and procure FBC, Autumn 2021 – Winter 2021

• Prepare FBC, Winter 2021 – Spring 2023

• Undertake GI, Spring 2022 – Summer 2022

• Progress Detailed Design, Spring 2022 – Spring 2023

• FBC finalised, requirement for all funding to be in place – Summer 2023

• Tender and award construction works, Summer 2023 – Autumn 2023

• Construction, Spring 2024 – Winter 2026 /Spring 2027

• New ferry terminal opens – Spring 2027



Thank you
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